AG-961
50 watts
Portable/Wall Mounted Electric Grid Trap

The AG-961 Insect Electrocutor is a compact, powerful light trap for small areas where space is limited. The 50 watts of U.V. light attraction is the highest available in a trap of this size. It is open on both sides for 360° visibility, and kills insects on a protected electric grid. Dead insects are contained in a removable drawer. The light can be suspended from a ceiling, mounted 3–6 feet high on a wall, or used as a portable tabletop trap.

PORTABLE, INDUSTRIAL
- 24-hour, non-chemical trapping
- No glueboard replacement cost
- Color & Material: Silver – Aluminum
- Energy-efficient U.V. Insect Lamp (2 – 25 watt)
- Attraction Range: 2,500 sq. ft.
- UL approved/listed, 115v/60hz, with 6’ cord
- FDA & USDA accepted under current code
- Dimensions: 26”W x 14”H x 5.5”D
- 3 year limited warranty

Distributor Part Number: AG-961
Suggested Selling Price: PORTABLE, INDUSTRIAL

PART NUMBER
SHATTERPROOF BULBS

PRODUCT PART NUMBER
AG-961 AG-961S
Dimensions: 26”W x 14”H x 5.5”D
Color/Material: Silver – Aluminum
UV Light Output: 50 watts

BULBS PART NUMBER
25 watt 18” F25T8350BL EL-08
25 watt 18” Safety Coated F25T8350BL EL-08S